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Comments on ‘‘Effects of bandwidth on glottal airflow
waveforms estimated by inverse filtering’’
[J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 98, 763–767 (1995)]
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University of Nijmegen, Department of Language and Speech, P.O. Box 9103, 6500 HD Nijmegen,
The Netherlands

~Received 12 December 1995; accepted for publication 7 May 1996!

In the subject paper@Alku and Vilkman, J. Acoust. Soc. Am.98, 763–767~1995!; hence AV#, AV
describe the results of their research on the effect of bandwidth on estimated voice sourc
parameters. They found that reducing the bandwidth~by low-pass filtering the glottal flow signals!
leads to a distortion of the estimated parameters. Although I do agree that low-pass filtering
influences the estimate of the voice source parameters, I do not agree with some of the
conclusions, explanations, and recommendations. Furthermore, the method they used does not se
to be optimal for the purpose of their research. These matters are discussed in this Letter. ©1996
Acoustical Society of America.

PACS numbers: 43.70.Aj@AL #
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INTRODUCTION

In their paper, Alku and Vilkman~1995! study the effect
of the bandwidth of the glottal flow signals on estima
voice source parameters. In order to study this effect,
made some choices regarding the research method. Be
these choices are important for the final results, I will disc
their choices of voice source parameters, the method to
mate these voice source parameters, the low-pass filter
to reduce the signal’s bandwidth~in Sec. I!, and the evalua
tion method~in Sec. II!. I will argue that their choices are n
always optimal and that there are alternatives which p
ably have fewer of the drawbacks mentioned in Secs. I
II. Furthermore, in Sec. III it is argued that studies in wh
the acoustic signal is measured by means of a microp
only, should be treated separately from studies in which
airflow is measured by means of a Rothenberg mask~Roth-
enberg, 1973!. To make it easier for the reader to comp
my comments with the article by AV, I will utilize the term
used by AV as much as possible in this Letter.

I. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Voice source parameters

I will start this section by giving a short description
the method used by AV to estimate voice source parame
First, the inverse filter signalsUg ~estimate of the glotta
flow! anddUg ~derivative ofUg) are calculated. Next, som
parameters are estimated fromUg : difference between th
maximum and minimum flow (Aac!, the moment of the onse
of glottal opening (to), the moment of maximal glottal open
ing (tm), and the moment of the end of glottal closu
(tc); and other parameters are estimated fromdUg : the
minimum of dUg (Amin!, the moment of minimumdUg

(tdm), and the moment whendUg returns to zero leve
(tdz) ~for a definition of these parameters see also Figs. 1
2 of AV!. In turn, the time points are used to calculate
following parameters: opening interval:t015tm 2 to , closing
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interval:t025tc 2 tm , return phase:t ret5tdz2 tdm , open quo-
tient: OQ5(t01 1 t02)/T, speed quotient: SQ5t01/t02, and
closing quotient: CQ5t02/T (T is the length of the pitch
period!. As these last six parameters are all derived fro
estimated time points, they will be called derived time pa
rameters.

To evaluate their results, AV choose to use the para
eters OQ, SQ, CQ,t ret, Amin , and Aac. Consequently, all
time-based parameters used for evaluation are derived t
parameters. This choice of parameters has an import
drawback: whenever there is a change in a derived time
rameter, it is difficult to determine how this change cam
about. For instance, SQ5(tm2to)/(tc2tm) and thus an in-
crease in SQ could be the result of a largertm , a smaller
to , a smallertc , or a combination of any of these three
changes. On the other hand, whenever a derived param
remains constant, this does not necessarily imply that t
underlying estimations remain constant. It is always possib
that changes in the estimations cancel each other out. The
fore, it is probably better to study the effect of bandwidth o
the time points themselves. This makes it easier to evalu
and explain the results. If necessary, these time points c
then be used to calculate any desired parameter.

Let us first examine the estimates ofto . A slow increase
in Ug just after to is often observed in practice. In such a
case AV defineto as ‘‘the first sample whose amplitude wa
at least 5% of the difference between the amplitude attm and
the amplitudetc . ’ ’ In other casesto is defined as ‘‘the time
after glottal closure when the flow showed a clear increase
There are two problems with this definition ofto . First, ‘‘a
clear increase’’ is a rather vague description. The read
might look at Fig. 2 of AV and try to decide where the exac
position of the clear increase is. And second, depending
the amount of increase,to will be determined by one of the
definitions stated above. One can easily observe that the v
ues for to obtained with these two definitions can be ver
different. Therefore, this definition~or rather the two defini-
12466/100(2)/1246/4/$6.00 © 1996 Acoustical Society of America
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tions! of to , will yield large errors in the estimations ofto .
In order to illustrate other disadvantages of the meth

used by AV, an example of a flow pulse and its derivativ
are shown in Fig. 1. It concerns a pulse calculated by us
the analytical expressions for the LF model~Fant et al.,
1985!. The values used to calculate this pulse are based
the values given by AV for a pressed pulse. In Fig. 2 th
same pulse is shown, before and after low-pass filtering. F
low-pass filtering a standard linear phase FIR-filter matchi
the specifications given in AV is used~i.e., the cutoff fre-
quency is 1 kHz, and the attenuation in the stop band w
more than 70 dB!.

The signals drawn in Fig. 1 are idealized flow signals.
practice the inverse filter results always contain some dist
bances, like, e.g., noise, formant ripple, carry-over ripp
and disturbances due to low- and/or high-pass filteri
~which can lead to phase distortion and a ripple in the s
nal!. The fact that the inverse filtered signals contain distu
bances can, e.g., be seen in Figs. 1 and 2 of AV. The
disturbances will have an influence on the estimated vo
source parameters. For instance, in Figs. 1 and 2 of AV, a
Fig. 2 of the current article one can see that these dist

FIG. 1. An example ofUg ~top! anddUg ~bottom! for pressed phonation.
Shown are a time-continuous version of the signals~solid line!, and a
sampled version for a sampling frequency of 4 kHz~s!.
1247 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 100, No. 2, Pt. 1, August 1996
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bances will influence the estimates of bothto and tc to a
large extent.

Figure 1 is used to explain another disadvantage of AV’
parameter-estimation method. This figure shows a time
continuous version of a synthesized flow pulse~solid line!
and a sampled version of this flow pulse~symbols ‘‘s’’ !.
AV used sampled versions of glottal flow signals to estimat
voice source parameters. Their estimates are the positio
and values of specific samples, e.g., a zero crossing, ma
mum or minimum. Consequently, in AV’s method the esti-
mates are restricted to positions and values of samples. Ho
ever, due to the limited time resolution, the signal sample
need not coincide with the most relevant time instants, whic
in turn gives rise to errors in the parameter estimates~see
Fig. 1!. This sampling error will be larger for smaller values
of the sampling frequency. Therefore, sampling frequenc
also affects the estimates. On average, the error will b
smaller forAac and tm than forAmin and tdm . The reason is
that the signal changes more rapidly aroundtdm . The sam-
pling error is largest for those parts of the pulse in which th
signal varies quickly, i.e., the high-frequency parts. Analo
gously, the average sampling error will be larger for presse

FIG. 2. An example ofUg ~top! anddUg ~bottom! for pressed phonation.
Shown are the signals before~dashed! and after~solid! low-pass filtering.
1247Helmer Strik: Letters to the Editor
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pulses than for breathy ones, because for the former the
nal changes more quickly.

In this section the parameter-estimation method used
AV and its drawbacks have been described. An alternat
method would be to fit a voice source model to the da
~Strik et al., 1993; Strik and Boves, 1994!. Given in Fig. 1 is
the fit through the samples. However, because the fit and
original signal are almost identical, the two signals overla
Consequently, the estimated parameters resulting from
fit differ only slightly from the values used to synthesize th
sampled signal. In Strik and Boves~1994! it was shown that
with this fit method it is possible to obtain good estimat
and positions and amplitudes of time points lying betwe
samples. Furthermore, in this method the estimates of
parameters are based on the signal for the whole pitch
riod, and are therefore more robust.

B. Low-pass filtering

In this section low-pass filtering will be considered i
more detail. AV study the effect of bandwidth on the es
mated voice source parameters by low-pass filtering the fl
signals. For low-pass filtering AV use a standard linear ph
FIR filter whose attenuation in the stop band was more th
70 dB. Using such a filter will bring about a ripple in th
signal. An example of such a ripple can be seen in Fig.
and also in Fig. 2~c! and 2~d! of AV. This ripple will affect
the estimates~see Fig. 2! and will lead to an error in the
estimated voice source parameters.

To low-pass filter the signal in Fig. 2 a standard linear
phase FIR filter with a cutoff frequency of 1 kHz was use
~just as was done by AV!. If the cutoff frequency is higher,
the ripple will be smaller and, consequently, the error will b
smaller too. However, the error in the estimates does
only depend on the cutoff frequency, but also on the type
low-pass filter used. A standard linear phase FIR filter ha
large ripple in its impulse response, but there are other ty
of low-pass filters in which the ripple in the impulse re
sponse is smaller or totally absent. An example of the la
is a convolution with a Blackman window. The experimen
in Strik et al. ~1993! revealed that this type of filter usually
produces better results than other types of filters.

The general conclusion of AV is that bandwidth affec
the estimates. Although it is true that low-pass filtering i
fluences the estimates~Strik et al., 1992; Striket al., 1993;
Perkellet al., 1994!, this conclusion is not complete becaus
besides the bandwidth of the low-pass filter many other f
tors play a role. Above some of these factors were discuss
i.e., the type of low-pass filter, the method used for para
eter estimation, the sampling frequency, and the freque
contents of the part of the flow signal under study. Furth
more, low-pass filtering can also reduce the error in the
timates, certainly if sample-based estimation methods~like
the one used by AV! are used. This can easily be seen in F
1. Imagine that these pulses are not clean, but contain s
disturbances, like, e.g., noise. It is obvious that these dis
bances will affect the position of zero crossings and extrem
and also the values of these extrema. By using an approp
low-pass filter the effect of the disturbances on the estima
can be reduced. However, in that case one should take
1248 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 100, No. 2, Pt. 1, August 1996
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to use a filter that does not disturb the signal too much.
any case, the low-pass filter~even a very good one! will
always disturb the signal to some extent. To conclude, low
pass filtering can decrease the error in the estimates by
ducing the effect of the disturbances, on the one hand, bu
can increase the error by altering the shape of the pulses,
the other.

To end this section, I will examine the conclusion of AV
that the effect of low-pass filtering was largest for the param
eters calculated fromdUg , and their explanation of this find-
ing. The conclusion was based on their results that the d
tortions inAmin and t ret were larger than those inAac, OQ,
SQ, and CQ. However, the three time parameters used
calculate OQ, SQ, and CQ~i.e., to , tm , andtc) can also be
derived fromdUg , instead ofUg . Although in that case the
calculated values would be slightly different, the magnitud
of the distortions is likely to be similar, and the effect o
low-pass filtering on OQ, SQ, and CQ will be small regard
less of whether they are derived fromdUg orUg . Therefore,
their conclusion that the distortion due to low-pass filtering
larger for parameters calculated fromdUg than for those
calculated fromUg is true for the parameters~and the defi-
nitions of these parameters! they used, but not in general.

The explanation offered by AV for the finding that the
distortion is largest for the parameters calculated fromdUg

is that ‘‘this is natural since differentiation corresponds t
high-pass filtering’’~p. 766!. Indeed, the frequency contents
of a signal and the magnitude of the distortions due to low
pass filtering are not independent. In general, the distortio
of the parameters will be largest for the high-frequency par
of the flow signals, both between and within pulses. Betwe
pulses because the distortion for pressed pulses will be lar
than for breathy pulses~as shown by AV!, and within pulses
because the distortion will be larger for the high-frequenc
parts of the pulses~generally around the moment of excita
tion! than for the other parts~as was also shown by AV!.
Therefore, the conclusion is that the distortions are larger f
the high-frequency parts of the flow signals, and not that th
distortions of the estimates fromdUg are larger. Further-
more, as argued above, some parameters can be define
bothUg anddUg and for both definitions the distortions will
be similar. Thus, the explanation given by AV does not see
to be plausible.

II. EVALUATION METHOD

In the previous section it was argued that paramete
estimated with the method used by AV are likely to contai
substantial errors. With the data presented in AV it is no
possible to determine what the magnitude of the estimati
error is. The reason is that the standard deviations presen
in their Tables I and II are the result of a combination o
these estimation errors and the variation of the paramet
~both within and between the four subjects!.

One can observe that the standard deviations in th
Tables I and II are fairly large, especially for the paramete
Aac, Amin , andt ret, and for all parameters for pressed voice
In order to get an idea of the significance of the distortion
they found, the standard deviations presented in their Tabl
1248Helmer Strik: Letters to the Editor
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are converted to percentages of the mean~see Table I!. This
makes it easier to compare these results with those of T
III in AV.

A comparison of these values with those of their Tab
III reveals that for the four male subjects the distortion~in
Table III! is larger than the standard deviation~in Table I! in
only two cases, viz. fort ret if the bandwidth is 1 kHz and the
voice type is normal or pressed. Analogously, for the fem
subjects the distortion is larger than the standard deviatio
only one case, viz., fort ret if the bandwidth is 1 kHz and the
voice type is normal. Therefore, it seems that their method
study the effect of bandwidth on estimated parameters is
very sensitive.

To conclude this section, I will present a method whi
has fewer of the drawbacks mentioned above. The star
point of this method would be a representative database
synthesized flow pulses with known parameters. Since in
case the input parameters are known, and do not contain
estimation error, it can be determined what the estimat
error is without low-pass filtering. This can simply be don
by comparing the estimated parameters~without low-pass
filtering! with the input parameters. Finally, an estimatio
can also be done with low-pass filtering. The distortio
found for low-pass filtering can be compared with the intri
sic estimation error of the method, in order to judge whet
the distortions found are significant.

III. TWO TYPES OF STUDIES

In their introduction AV mention several studies on in
verse filtering in which different bandwidths are used. Th
observation was the starting point of their research. Late
their introduction they mention that all studies in which th
bandwidth was smaller than 4 kHz are studies in which
oral airflow ~recorded by means of a Rothenberg mask! was
used, and that in the studies in which the speech pres
waveform was used the bandwidth was larger than 4 k
Further on in their article they do not distinguish these tw
types of studies any more. They conclude that bandwi
affects the estimates, and recommend the use of a bandw
of at least 4 kHz. This recommendation makes sense for

TABLE I. Standard deviations of the extracted parameters for the m
subjects, expressed in percentages of the mean. The values are based
values given in Table I of AV.

Voice type OQ SQ CQ t ret Amin Aac

Breathy 3.2 21.4 11.4 48.2 63.0 58.8
Normal 8.0 10.3 10.7 63.5 76.7 58.5
Pressed 31.7 24.7 21.0 67.9 73.6 72.1
1249 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 100, No. 2, Pt. 1, August 1996
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studies based on the speech pressure waveform, but it d
not seem to make sense for the studies based on the
airflow. First of all, because it is known that the frequenc
response of the Rothenberg mask is only flat up to about 1
2 kHz ~see, e.g., Hertegård and Gauffin, 1992!. Second, be-
cause the flow signal has a slope of about212 dB/oct on
average, the dynamic range of the recording equipment g
erally does not allow for a much wider band. Therefore, th
two types of studies should be treated separately.

In studies in which the speech pressure waveform
recorded by means of a microphone it seems advisable to
a bandwidth of at least 4 kHz. Apparently, this was done
all studies of this type mentioned by AV. I would like to
repeat here that also in this case low-pass filtering can red
the error in the estimates, especially if sample-based estim
tion methods are used~as AV did!. However, in this case one
should choose a low-pass filter which does not disturb t
signal too much itself.

On the other hand there are the studies in which the o
airflow is measured by means of a Rothenberg mask. T
technique is usually adopted by researchers who want
measure dc flow as well. In doing so they know they have
cope with the limitations of the Rothenberg mask. For th
type of studies it is not sufficient to simply recommend th
use of a bandwidth larger than 4 kHz. The question is rath
what kind of signal analysis should be used given the lim
tations of the Rothenberg mask. This has to be studied.
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